ABSTRACT
Maturity onset diabetes of the Young (MODY) is a monogenic form of diabetes that is caused by mutations/single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in a spectrum of genes. Amidst the most prevalently incident forms of MODY, the HNF-1α (Hepatocyte Nuclear factor 1α) MODY is associated with the aggressive disease pathogenesis. While a few studies have reported that HNF-1α MODY is incident in the south Indian population, population specific studies that enable evaluation and determination of the prevalence of HNF-1α gene variants in south Tamil Nadu is still lacking. Hence, the present study aims to assess the incidence of single nucleotide polymorphisms in the coding regions of exon 2, exon 4 of HNF-1α gene and the flanking intronic regions in clinically defined MODY patients. Whole genomic DNA from the patients and controls were utilized for obtaining PCR amplification of the genomic areas of interest and were assessed for the presence or absence of SNPs utilizing direct sequencing. The genotyping results reveal the presence of reported intron 1 variants and absence of MODY3 associated gene variants in exon 2, exon 4. About 78% of the assessed study group exhibited the rs1169292 polymorphism, 100% of the assessed participants presented the rs1169293 polymorphism and 78% of the population presented rs1169294 polymorphism. Cumulatively the results indicate that HNF-1α exon 2, exon 4 SNPs associated with MODY3 may be less prevalent in the population and that with further large scale studies, the HNF-1α intronic variants, haplotypes may also serve to predict population specific risk of incidence of MODY3.

INTRODUCTION
The autosomally dominant monogenic form of diabetes mellitus, MODY (Maturity onset diabetes of the young), is characterized by an early onset and absence of pancreatic autoimmunity markers.[1] While European countries seem to exhibit a higher prevalence of heterozygous mutations of GCK (Glucokinase MODY/MODY2), HNF-1α (Hepatocyte nuclear factor 1α MODY/MODY3)[2], MODY studies in the south Indian population indicate that HNF-1α MODY/MODY3 is incident in the population and may be of relatively higher incidence.[3] As a major transcription factor that is primarily associated with tissue specific regulation of genes, HNF-1α MODY is hall marked by severe pancreatic insufficiency. While patients with MODY3 may present secondary microvascular complications involving the retinas and the kidneys[3, 4], the clinical spectrum is diverse. Further, due to the fact that HNF-1α MODY exhibits a pathophysiology that is remarkably similar to Type 1 Diabetes Mellitus, Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus, these patients are often misdiagnosed and are subject to inappropriate therapy. Hence it becomes critically important to diagnose HNF-1α MODY at an earlier time point using clinical and molecular diagnostic methodologies. While recent years have brought in an improved awareness and possible management strategies for MODY3, a huge deficit with regard to population specific knowledge in the prevalence of MODY3 in India continues to exist due to the lack in the genetic literature.

The exon 2, exon 4 regions of HNF-1α have been reported to harbor several mutations/SNPs that are associated with MODY3 and the flanking intronic regions of these exons are also reported to contain variants that influence the mRNA structure, function and stability.[6] Hence, the present study focused in examining the prevalence of polymorphisms that are incident in exon 2, exon 4 regions of the HNF-1α gene and their flanking intronic regions, in the regional population of south Tamil Nadu, India.

METHODS
The present pilot study was reviewed by the Institutional Ethical Committee (IEC, AHRC), and was permitted to be carried out in Alpha Health Foundation (AHF)/Alpha Hospital and Research Center (AHRC), Madurai. Consenting patients who displayed an early onset,
sensitivity to sulphonyl urea, and negative for autoimmune markers were included in the study. Genomic DNA was extracted from 11 clinically diagnosed MODY3 patients and 3 age matched controls. PCR amplification for regions pertaining to exon 2, exon 4 and flanking intronic regions at the 3’, 5’ ends was carried out. The PCR conditions pertaining to the initial denaturation of 2 min at 96°C, followed by 35 cycles of 30 sec at 94°C, 30 sec at 55°C and 2 min at 72°C were utilized for the 593 bp product with the forward primer 5’-GTTGTGTTCTGTGTATGCAT-3’, and the reverse primer 5’-CCAGGCCACCTATGATTTA-3’ for exon 2 and the PCR conditions pertaining to the initial denaturation of 2 min at 96°C, followed by 35 cycles of 30 sec at 94°C, 30 sec at 55°C and 30 sec at 72°C were utilized for the 385 bp product with the forward primer 5’-ATTGGACCCAGATCTGACCAGC-3’, and the reverse primer 5’-CCACATACACCCTACCATGGGA-3’ for exon 4. The products were gel extracted, purified and direct sequenced in order to determine the presence or absence of SNPs in exon 2 (rs774996577, rs758199396, rs1057520291), exon 4 (rs193922603, rs1057520504, rs886039386, rs762555237) and the corresponding flanking intronic regions.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The study results evidence that none of the assessed participants presented prior reported MODY3 associated exon 2, exon 4 polymorphisms.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>rs1169292</th>
<th>rs1169293</th>
<th>rs1169294</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>% Prevalence</td>
<td>78.57</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Percentage prevalence of HNF-1α intron 1 SNPs in the assessed control, clinically diagnosed MODY patients of south Tamil Nadu, India. From Table 1 it can further be evidenced that the assessed population exhibited the intron 1 variants, rs1169292, rs1169293 and rs1169294. About 78.57% of the participants presented the intronic variants rs1169292, rs1169294 and 100% of the participants presented rs1169293.

Fig. 1

**A:** Representative image for the 593bp PCR product that encompasses the exon 2 (rs774996577, rs758199396, rs1057520291) and intron 1 regions of HNF-1α.

**B:** Representative image of a PCR amplified 385bp product that encompasses the exon 4 (rs193922603, rs1057520504, rs886039386, rs762555237) and its flanking intronic region (intron 3, 4).
Table 2. Allelic distribution in HNF-1α intron 1 SNP positive participants and the percentage of wild type, minor and major carriers of the SNPs. Genotyping results indicated that 42.9% of the participants positive for rs1169292 and rs1169294 were heterozygous (CT, GA respectively) and 35.7% of the patients were homozygous positive (TT, AA respectively). 7.1% of the participants positive for the rs1169293 were heterozygous (GA) and 92.9% of the participants positive for the rs1169293 exhibited a homozygous (AA) distribution.

Fig. 2

A
Alignment of Sequence_1: [MODY SU Ex2/In1 F.xdna] with Sequence_2: [MODY SU Ex2/In1 R.xdna]

B
Alignment of Sequence_1: [MODY SK Ex2/In1 F.xdna] with Sequence_2: [MODY SK Ex2/In1 R.xdna]

Fig. 2 Representative Sequence chromatogram for rs1169292(C>T) in the intron 1 region of HNF-1α. A: The forward and reverse sequences for a rs1169292 negative participant was aligned and the wild type alleles are indicated. B: The forward and reverse sequences for a rs1169292 homozygous positive participant was aligned and the corresponding T, A alleles are indicated.
Fig. 1 represents the PCR amplified DNA fragments corresponding to exon 2 (593 bp product) and exon 4 (395 bp product). Direct sequencing results as presented in Fig 2 (rs1169292), Fig 3 (rs11692923) and Fig 4 (rs11692924), table 2 depicts the distribution of the alleles pertaining to the intronic variants in the participants. It is observed that 21.4% of the study group participants were negative for the rs1169292 (presented CC) and rs1169294 (presented GG) SNPs while 100% of the population presented the rs1169293 (presented either the heterozygous GA or homozygous AA distribution instead of the wild type GG) polymorphism. About 42.9% of the participants presented the heterozygous distribution, CT, GA for the SNPs 1169292, 1169294 respectively. About 35.7% of participants presented a TT or AA homozygous genotype for the rs1169292, rs1169294 respectively. While 100% of the assessed population was positive for rs1169293, 7.1% exhibited the heterozygous allele distribution (GA), and 92.9% presented the homozygous alleles (AA).

**Fig. 3**

Alignment of Sequence_1: [MODY SK EX2/IN1 F.xdna] with Sequence_2: [MODY SK EX2/IN1 R.xdna]

5’-GCGCTCCATACGCTTTGCAAGACAAGCTAAGTCAGGAGTTGACCTGAAGTACC-3’
3’-GACCCGAGGATGACGACGAAGAAAGTACGCGGAGGGGACGCTGCAAGC-5’

**Fig. 3. Representative Sequence chromatogram for rs1169293 (G>A) in intron 1 region of HNF-1α.** The forward and reverse sequences for a rs1169293 homozygous positive participant was aligned and the corresponding A, T changes are indicated.

**Fig. 4**

Alignment of Sequence_1: [MODY SU EX2/IN1 F.xdna] with Sequence_2: [MODY SU EX2/IN1 R.xdna]

5’-GCGCTCCATACGCTTTGCAAGACAAGCTAAGTCAGGAGTTGACCTGAAGTACC-3’
3’-GACCCGAGGATGACGACGAAGAAAGTACGCGGAGGGGACGCTGCAAGC-5’

**Fig. 4.**
The genotyping results of the present study reveal that intron 1 HNF-1α variants may commonly occur in the population and may tend to have a population specific distribution. Earlier studies have also indicated that HNF-1α intronic variants can modulate gene expression, stability and splicing of the mRNA thereby playing a key role in post transcriptional regulatory mechanisms. Limited population specific studies also pin point that some HNF-1α intronic variants are incident in MODY3 negative controls as well as in MODY3 patients.[8, 9]

In concordance with these reports our pilot studies also bring forward that the identified intronic variants are dispersed in the control and patient samples. The genetic influence of HNF-1α in disease pathogenesis has long been recognized and well established in diabetes and cardiovascular diseases.[10] Additional evidences have also brought to light that the presence of the major minor alleles of haplotype distributed intronic variants in HNF-1α (rs1169293 and rs1169294) may influence/reflect high levels of C-reactive protein and cardiovascular risks.[11] Similarly, the intronic variant rs1169294 is also associated with other disease conditions[12] indicating that the intron 1 variants identified may have an implicative role in disease pathogenesis. Thus, based on the present pilot study data and the previous literature, it could be suggested that population specific HNF-1α haplotypes/ the co-segregating alleles may determine the incidence, and enable the prediction of the risk of MODY3 incidence.

CONCLUSION
The results of the study bring forward that HNF-1α gene variants pertaining to exon 2, exon 4 may be rarely incident in the regional population and that intronic variants/intron 1 variants, haplotypes may play a participatory role in disease predisposition. Further large scale studies in the regional population may offer better insight on HNF-1α gene variants and their potential role in the incidence of MODY3.
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